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13 - Fishing  Accessories  -  Rod  Holders

Rail  Mount  Rod  Holders  -  Stainless  Steel

Angled Rail Mount -  Vertical Rail Mount  -  Versatile Mounting Positions

These superb quality, versatile rod holders are ideal for yachts, cruisers or any rail mount
applications.  The innovative design allows mounting on vertical stanchions, posts and 
on horizontal rails.  It takes only a few minutes to mount the rod holders and they can 
easily be made to stand vertically or angled by turning the mounting clamps.

A Made from extra tough 50mm electro-polished 316 grade stainless steel tube
A Mounting clamps are UV resistant nylon with stainless steel fastenings.
A Mounting clamps have inserts to suit 20mm, 22mm & 25mm diameter rails
A Use on yacht stanchions or horizontal rails
A Use on cruisers or sportfishing boats on any rails
A Quickly make rocket launcher sets using 2 horizontal rails

2 size lengths of rod holders are available

RWB630 Standard model - 260mm length.  Supplied per each.
RWB631 Long model  - 375mm length.  Supplied per each.
Rail Spacing - Standard model 55 to 195mm apart - centre to centre
   - Long model 55 to 310mm apart.  Ideal for yachts.

  The upper mounting clamp can be slid up and down  
  the tube to suit the desired rail spacing.

Versatile mounting positions for
power or sail boats.  Ideal to make 
up rocket launcher sets.

Ideal To Make Rocket
       Launcher Sets

RWB2190 RWB2193RWB2191 RWB2192

Robustly constructed "Eastern" brand black ABS plastic rod holder with full ratchet 
style adjustment both up / down and side to side. 
It has a recess for the rod reel to sit in and a clip to lock the rod into the rod holder. 
It comes complete with a side mounting socket.  
Optional rail mount and flush mount brackets are available as shown above.  
The rod holder is easily removable when not in use. 
Blister packed for open display.

RWB2190 Rod holder complete with side mount bracket

RWB2191 Side mount bracket only

RWB2192 Rail mount adaptor - use this in conjunction with the standard side
 mount socket supplied with the rod holder

RWB2193 Flush deck mount socket

Ratchet  Adjustable  Rod  Holder


